
Intermac is the Biesse Group company that 
specialises in glass, stone and metal processing 
technologies. Established in Pesaro in 1987 by 
Giancarlo Selci, it rapidly managed to achieve a 
leadership position in the sectors it operates in.
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Made In Intermac

In

We manufacture machines and components  
for glass, stone and metal processing,  
supported by highly sector-specialised teams  
and departments, through 3 manufacturing sites  
in Italy and worldwide.
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Gianluca 
Product Development Department
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Tradition and the future.
One of the very first glass processing centres is showcased in the company's inner courtyard.

Intermac milestones
History
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1969 1969 Biesse founded in Pesaro, Italy, to design, manufacture and 
 distribute woodworking machines 

1987 Intermac founded to design, manufacture and distribute 
 glass processing machines.
	 Masterglass,	the	first	automatic	processing	centre	for	glass	
 shaped polished engraving, is launched in the same year

1990 	 Launch	of	Master	Edge,	the	first 
 numerical control edgebanding machine for 
 straight and shaped glass sheets 

1991  Mechatronics business unit established to design,  
 manufacture and distribute electromechanical components 

1994 Intermac transfers its technology to the 
 stone processing sector with the Master Stone 
 numerical control processing centre 

1998		 Start	of	international	expansion:	establishment	of	the	first	
 international subsidiary (Singapore)

1999 Acquisition of Busetti, based in Bagnatica (BG), a company 
 specializing in double-edgers

2001  Acquisition of Diamut, based in Lugo (RA), a company 
 specialising in diamond tools 

2001  The Biesse Group is quoted on the Italian Stock Exchange, 
 in the STAR segment 

2007 Acquisition of AGM Inc. in the U.S.A. and creation of Intermac 
 America 

2008 Entry into the metal sector with the Primus water jet cutting 
 systems

2011  Acquisition of Centre Gain Ltd Hong Kong/Korex Machinery 
 Dongguan in China 

2014 Launch of bSolid and bSuite, software packages that 
 set new benchmarks in the in the reference sectors

Today
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Innovation is our 
driving force

Innovation is the driving force  
of the way we do business, continuously 
striving for excellence to support  
our customers' competitiveness.

We innovate to produce the most widely-sold 
processing centres at a global level. 

We innovate to introduce new technology  
standards to the market. 

We innovate to design production lines and systems 
for large enterprises. 

We innovate to develop solutions and software 
programs to facilitate our customers' day-to-day work. 

Innovation is hard-wired in our DNA. 
Past, present and future. 

Leadership
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Tradition 
and technological 
innovation

Glass
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Intermac designs, manufactures and distributes 
industrial machines for glass secondary processing, 
particularly for the furniture, construction and 
automotive sectors. 

Thanks to the technology and innovation content of its 
products, Intermac ensures the highest dimensional 
precision and finish quality.  

Glass processing machines:

cutting machinery and systems

waterjet cutting systems

machinery and systems for double edging

NC processing centres
 
vertical machines
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Power 
and precision

Stone
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Since the early ’90s, Intermac has manufactured and 
distributed  
NC processing centres for the processing of natural 
and synthetic stone 
for the construction, furniture and stone industry.  

Thanks to its intensive R&D effort, the company has 
managed to devise cutting-edge solutions 
for this sector, characterised by reliability 
and finish quality. 
 
Stone processing machines:

waterjet cutting systems

NC processing centres
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Ready to conquer 
the world

Metal
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Thanks to the long-standing quality of its products 
and on the back of an ambitious commercial policy, 
Intermac has managed to become established as a 
metal technology manufacturer within a short period 
of time. 

The range of solutions developed responds to 
ongoing material and market developments and is 
ideally suited for workshops, contract manufacturers, 
rapid prototyping and the automotive, marine and 
aerospatial industry. 

 
Metal processing machines:

waterjet cutting systems

calibrating/Sanding Machines



Diamut
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Cutting edge

Since over 20 years, Diamut has 
developed a complete range of solutions 
that are used daily all over the world, and 
not only on machines manufactured by 
the Biesse Group.

Diamut specialises in the production of 
glass and stone processing tools. 
The company's synergy with Intermac enables 
the development of a range of tools that are the 
market's benchmark for reliability.
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Glass range: 

milling tools

drilling tools

profiling and peripheral polishing 
tools for NC machines

engraving tools

profiling and cup polishing tools for 
straight line machines and double 
edgers for flat edges

profiling and cup polishing tools for 
straight line machines and double 
edgers for pencil edges

tools for straight and shaped 
bevelling

processing tools for high-speed 
vertical machines

tools for cerium oxide polishing

surface polishing tools

machines for tool grinding 
and dressing

Stone range:

cutting and drilling tools for NC 
machines

profiling and peripheral polishing 
tools

tools for recess drain and surface 
polishing

tools for flutes and squared holes

solid stone processing tools

profiling and cup polishing tools for 
edge-polishers

cutting tools for dry application

wet-cutting tools for manual 
application and bridge saw

diamond wire cutting 

machines for tool grinding 
and dressing



Mechatronics 
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Technological 
independence

The Biesse Group designs and manufactures  
all high-tech components for its machines in-house.

Thanks to a business unit specialised in 
mechatronics, it manufactures electrospindles,  
5-axis heads and bevel gearboxes: these are key 
components that contribute to delivering performance 
and competitive advantage to end customers.  
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Made in Intermac  
with local 
competencies

Emerging markets
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Apart from the Italian manufacturing sites that 
manage manufacturing for most geographies, 
Intermac also boasts a site in China to service the 
Asian market and leverage all growth opportunities. 

The Dongguan site manufactures a dedicated machine 
portfolio, managing all production steps and localising 
suppliers and strategic partners.

Thanks to its well-established sales network, Intermac 
becomes the chosen technology partner for its 
customers' growth in emerging countries: 
 
local after sales and spare parts service

prompt response to local customers 
 for product development

high-tech solutions at a competitive price point 
for Asian markets
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How we guarantee  
you achieve excellence

How

Intermac invests 23.6% of its annual turnover in Research and 
Development: a commitment that, over the years, has enabled 
the company to continuously redefine its own excellence 
standards based on market requirements.
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Marco 
Technical Department
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Continuous improvement

Petrusca 
Time Scales and Methods

Lean manufacturing
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Intermac is run along lean manufacturing principles in 
order to fully satisfy customer requirements: increasing 
quality, guaranteeing defined delivery times and reducing 
waste. 
 
It promotes a lean culture and a lean approach throughout 
the entire value chain in order to ensure that everybody is 
motivated and process flows are streamlined, scheduled and 
in line with market requests.

First implemented in 2007, and increasingly present in 
all areas of the company through internal training that is 
designed to achieve a change in company culture and 
foster ongoing improvements, the lean production approach 
ensures important results straight away as far as reducing 
orders delivery times and enhancing product quality :

over 20% productivity increase

up to 60% reduction of process times 

up to 80% reduction in reworks and defects
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Distinctive 
technology

Research & Development 
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Striving for continuous improvement means 
investing on all elements that support innovation on 
an ongoing basis. We innovate in order to achieve 
process, product and service excellence. 

The key distinctive technology solutions include:

PC IWNC-based numerical control: Intermac Windows 
Numerical Control transforms a common PC in a 
actual numerical control.

the 5-axis operating unit with HSD electrospindle, 
which supports the processing of components with 
complex geometries

the patented C-axis with infinite rotation, applied 
to waterjet cutting, which facilitates processing 
operations

the patented automatic shaped breaking system for 
laminated glass

the vertical buffer for laminated glass cutting that 
maintains the same productivity levels with 20% 
floorspace reduction

the bSolid software, which enables also operators 
without specific IT skills to achieve optimal 
performance from Intermac machines
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A quality control system for our industrial processes 
ensures product compliance. 
 
Each machine undergoes on average 160 checks during
the assembly stage in order to simulate the most 
challenging working conditions, and is also subject to a 
rigorous final proof test. 

Quality

Control and rigour

Giacomo 
Quality department
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Each base has a tolerance of 2 hundredths of 
millimetre per linear meter. In this way, apart from 
guaranteeing the quality of carpentry, it is possible to 
eliminate the need for any remedial work during the 
assembly phase, which would inevitably delay the 
machine's delivery.
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Inventors

Intermac has lodged over 80 patents  that have 
revolutionised technology solutions available on 
the world market for glass and stone processing 
machines.

Paolo  
Patents and Trademarks

Patents
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Main ideas patented: 
 
patent for automatic tool changeover on glass 
sheet cutting tables

patent for vertical buffer on laminated glass sheet 
cutting tables

patent for independent suction cup carriage with 
automatic distance between centres for vertical 
machines

patent for C-axis with infinite rotation, applied to 
water-jet cutting

patent for shape breakout for laminated glass
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An innovative yet simple design is the hallmark of 
Intermac's technology solutions. 
Our machines are not only beautiful but also functional 
and safe, thanks to the many devices enabling operators 
to work in optimal safety conditions. 

Refined aesthetics  

Paolo  
technology design 

Practical design 
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Attention to detail: full accessibility and 
visibility of the cutting area for the Genius 
LM laminated glass tables, enabling the 
easy monitoring of processing operations 
in full safety.
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User-friendly technology
Software evolution

A dedicated team of 15 engineers, programmers 
and researchers develops and creates Intermac's 
software in-house so that it is fully integrated into 
the machines, thus achieving an optimal level of 
performance.

Planning in just a few clicks, with endless possibilities 
 
Simulating machining operations to visualise the piece 
prior to manufacturing and maximise material and 
process efficiencies 
 
Virtual prototyping of the piece to avoid collisions and 
ensure optimal machine efficiency
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bSolid

bSolid

iCam

iCam

bSolid is an advanced software 
tool that makes cutting-
edge technology accessible 
to everybody. bSuite has no 
design limitations and is the 
ideal tool for anyone who needs 
to create and innovate, from 
large enterprises through to 
architects and designers.

A unique CAD/CAM 
environment and powerful 
software tools support the 
design and implementation of 
new concepts. Thanks to its 
ability of parametrising work, 
iCam enables the optimal 
re-use of already designed 
components, adapting them to 
market needs as required. 
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Special machines and 
integrated production lines
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Intermac can rely on a team of sector  and large-
scale manufacturing process experts, capable of 
understanding and anticipating company needs,  
who work with the customer from inception through 
to project completion.  Over the years, Intermac has 
developed several special solutions for companies 
that have material loading/unloading automation 
requirements or work on irregular-shaped product 
formats.
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We are Where your 
business takes you

10
100

Where

We support our colleagues everywhere in the world 
using the most advanced management, sales and 
support systems. Intermac's global network consists 
of 10 branches and 100 certified dealers in over 
120 countries, enabling us to be always close to our 
customers.
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Matteo 
Service department
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Italy 
Northern Italy 
 
U.K. 
Daventry 
 
Germany 
Löhne 

France 
Lyon  
 
North America 
British Columbia, Burnaby 
Charlotte 
Toronto 
 

Brazil 
San Paolo 

India 
Bangalore 
 
China 
Dongguan 
 
Asia 
Kuala Lumpur 

Oceania 
Sydney 
Brisbane 
Melbourne 
Perth 
Auckland

Subsidiaries  
around the world

Subsidiaries
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An international orientation, with direct coverage 
through 10 subsidiaries worldwide to enable 
companies choosing Intermac as a partner to be 
competitive and global, coupled with the provision of 
advanced customer care and 24/7 technical support 
tools.
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Advanced partnership 
concept 

Subsidiaries

Advanced partnership concept means nurturing 
a transparent and constructive relationship with 
customers thanks to our highly entrepreneurial 
approach.  

Being a true partner also means involving operators in 
every stage of the development and testing process, in 
order to capture different manufacturing and business 
needs.

Federico  
Subsidiaries
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The implementation of effective knowledge-sharing and 
technical/sales support, combined with a continuous training 
process, has enabled us to consolidate our partnership over the 
years with what is nowadays recognised as the best distribution 
network in the glass, stone and metal processing machinery 
sector. 

Over 100 agents and certified dealers in 120 countries 
contribute to the Group's international success on a daily 
basis. Completely aligned with our corporate values, they 
support customers in a timely, competent and service-
orientated manner. 

Ongoing integration
Agents and dealers
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Service & Parts

24 hours a day, 
7 days a week
30 spare parts experts process over 150 orders every 
day, to provide specific and timely solutions to customers 
in Italy and worldwide.
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Intermac promotes, nurtures and develops close and 
constructive relationships with customers in order to 
better understand their needs and improve its products 
and after-sales service. 

With its global network and highly specialised team, it offers 
technical service and machine/component spares on-site 
and 24/7 on-line.  
It supports Key Customers with dedicated personnel, either 
in-house and/or at the customer's site. 

Intermac Service & Parts: 

50 field engineers in Italy and worldwide

20 engineers manning a Teleservice Centre

35 certified Dealer engineers

50 training courses in a variety of languages every year 
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Dialogue with local 
players  

Exhibitions 

Frédéric 
French subsidiary

Exhibitions act not only as a showcase for new 
products, but also as an important opportunity 
for technical, product and sales specialists 
to engage with local realities, understand the 
needs of a given market and create the basis 
for future partnerships.
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Intermac takes part in over 20 exhibitions a year, 
co-ordinated directly from the Headquarters 
through a network of branches and in partnership 
with certified dealers. They are a great meeting 
opportunity for those who do not yet have first-hand 
knowledge of the company and people who do not 
want to miss the opportunity to find out about new 
technologies for glass, stone and metal processing.
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Events and on demand 
demos

Hospitality Made In Intermac

Fabio 
Tech Center Pesaro

8,000 m2 of showrooms worldwide to get to know Intermac machines first hand 
and test their potential. 

2,000 demos per year and a team of specialised technicians provide customers the 
possibility of testing the machines based on their production needs and of using 
the raw materials that will actually be employed in their manufacturing processes. 
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Headquarters, branches and dealers 
hold over 15 "Made in Intermac" events 
every year. Open-door days for a selected 
audience, with demonstrations dedicated to 
specific technologies, in-depth classroom 
presentations and visits to production 
systems and plants.
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Made With Intermac

With

All over the world, Intermac technology is the partner of choice 
for companies that have a leadership position in the design, 
architecture and technology sectors. This partnership creates 
incredible products that contribute to improve our quality of life.
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“In Fiam’s workshops, we have always 
tried to respond to designer ideas, even 
when they were apparently impossible 
to implement. Designers, like artists, 
have a creativity that stimulates cut-
ting-edge innovation. So, over time, we 
have been able to develop new tech-
nologies that have allowed us to create 
unique objects on an industrial scale”. 
 
“Everything started with a stool. A glass 
stool, of course. A photographer friend 
came to see me in my glass workshop, 
saw me standing on the stool and took 
a picture that was published in some 
newspapers. That’s when I thought: 
why not try to make furniture with this 
material? From the first, self-built oven 
to bend glass sheets through to the first 
collaborations with artists and design-
ers, it’s been an ongoing learning curve. 
 
Our company has always worked in part-
nership with internationally-renowned 
Italian and foreign designers. People 
like Massimo Morozzi, Rodolfo Dordo-
ni, Giorgetto Giugiaro, Enzo Mari, Cini 
Boeri through to Vico Magistretti, Ron 
Arad, Makio Hasuike. And, again, Philippe 
Starck, Daniel Libeskind and Massi-
miliano Fuksas.”

 
Vittorio Livi
FIAM founder and sole administrator 

Fiam, Italy

Glass art and cutting-edge 
technology
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Along with design innovation, Fiam has always 
invested in technological innovation too. In this 
respect, the partnership with Intermac for the 
development of solutions such as bilateral grinding 
machines and the Master processing centres 
range is a strategic one.
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Technology meets Made 
In Italy Design

“Representing the quality and the 
value of the “Made in Italy” brand 
throughout the world.  This is the phi-
losophy that has underpinned Bigelli 
Marmi’s journey through a production 
process characterised by excellence 
and exclusivity for over 50 years”

“The role of design is paramount if we 
want to create interior and exterior de-
sign concepts that improve the way in 
which we live and dwell through their 
high aesthetic impact.
The combination of the ingenuity of 
the best architects and the exclusivity 
of expertly crafted materials create fur-
nishing objects with a high-design con-
tent. The collaboration with the artistic 
genius of the most famous designers 
has enabled us to propose our signa-
ture, cutting-edge interior design style, 
which is always in line with the latest 
trends”. 

Luigi Bigelli
Vice President, Bigelli Marmi

Bigelli Marmi, Italy
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Intermac's technology has enabled us to enter the 
luxury segment in a far more effective way, lowering 
costs and manufacturing scales. During our over 20-
year long history of collaboration, Intermac has acted 
as a strategic partner for us, who has not only provided 
technical solutions but has developed an in-depth 
relationship with our company that has generated key 
ideas and projects over the years.
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We have chosen Intermac to penetrate 
more effectively the aviation and aero-
spatial market, where the utmost pre-
cision in the processing of carbon fibre 
and the ability to process three-dimen-
sional pieces using 5 interpolating axes 
are paramount.
 
Franz Weißgerber
Carbon Werke, Managing Director

 Carbon Werke, Germany

Carbon Werke
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Sagrada Familia
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Sagrada Familia, Spain
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The Sagrada Família site bets on the Biesse Group. 
The processing centre lifted to a height of 30 metres 
to access the carpentry workshop of the majestic 
Cathedral designed by Antoni Gaudì.
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We are Biesse

2800

We

“Strength lies in differences, not in similarities” 
(Stephen Covey) 

our 2,800 employees worldwide are our Human 
Capital. 
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Biesse Group: a 
perfect combination of 
innovation and Italian 
genius 
“Biesse's history has been marked by ambitious 
choices, partnerships and R&D investment that 
has enabled us to develop cutting-edge machinery. 
However, what we are most proud of is knowing that 
our technology has contributed to the growth of so 
many companies, 
at first in Italy and then worldwide. All these years, I 
have worked with courage, determination and a sense 
of responsibility. These values need to be rediscovered 
and passed on to our youth, who is 
the future of our country”.  
 
 
Giancarlo Selci,  
Biesse's founder
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In 1 industrial group, 4 divisions 
and 8 production sites

How € 14 million p/a in R&D and 200 patents registered

Where 30 branches and 300 agents/selected resellers

With customers in 120 countries: manufacturers of furniture, 
design items and door/window frames, producers of 
elements for the building, marine and aerospace industries

We 2,800 employees throughout the world



Intermac 
Headquarters
Via dell’Economia, 40
61122 Pesaro - Italy
www.intermac.com Ac
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